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Parallel Numerics

Exercise 2: Numerical Integration

We are to calculate the definite integral of a function f(x) in an interval [a, b]
using the trapezoidal rule. Therefore we divide the interval [a, b] into n small
intervals with length h = (b − a)/n and then we approximate the integral by a
sum of trapezoids:
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Write a serial program (in C) that calculates the definite integral according to
formula (2). “Hardwire” the values for a,b,n and the function f(x). The program
should have the following structure:

double f(double x) {
double return val;

... /* calculate f(x) */ ...

return return val;

}

double trapez(double a, double b, int n) {
double integral;

...

/* calculate the approximated integral calling f(x) */

...

return integral;

}

int main() {
double a = ...;

double b = ...;

int n = ...;

...

/* call trapez(...) */

/* write output */

}
−→



Now we can parallelise this serial program: A simple approach is to divide the
interval [a, b] into p subintervals and run the program parallel on p processors.
In order to calculate the integral over [a, b], the local calculated values are added
finally.
If you start p processes with MPI, you can identify each process by a nonnegative
integer (using MPI Comm rank) and you get the rank-numbers 0, 1, . . . , p− 1. For
convenience choose n to be a multiple of p. Every process with rank-number i,
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, should calculate the integral for the subinterval
[a + i · n·h

p
, a + (i + 1) · n·h

p
] with h = (b− a)/n.

To parallelise the serial program you have only to modify the main-function in
the program. Every process started in the parallel calculation is exactly the
same program, but they can be distinguished by the rank-number. The new
main-function should look similar to the following:

int main() {
double a = ...;

double b = ...;

int n ges = ...;

double my a, my b;

int my n;

...

/* determine the number of processes p */

/* determine the process rank-number */

/* calculate the local subinterval (my a,my b,my n) */

/* call trapez(...) for the local subinterval*/

/* send the calculated value to process with rank-number 0 */

/* if I am process 0 then add all values */

/* if I am process 0 then write output */

/* alternatively call MPI Allreduce (...)*/

}

Now you can run the program for different functions f(x), for different intervals
[a, b] and for different numbers n and p.
What value do you calculate for the function f(x) = x · sin(10 · x) in [0,2π]
with n = 400, 400000, 400000000? (For the sin-function you have to include the
math-library (#include <math.h>) and use the linker option “-lm”!) Can you
calculate the exact solution for the integral? What is the speedup if you run the
parallel program on 2, 5, 8 machines (use a machinefile to specify the computers
you want to use)? What follows for the parallel efficiency?


